The Ghost From The Sea (Haunting
Danielle Book 8)
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When a shipwreck washes up on a beach across from Marlow House, Frederickport residents
wonder what happened to the shipâ€™s crew.Danielle soon discovers the ship brought a
stowawayâ€”a spirit with ties to Frederickport that go back to the 1920sâ€”when Walt was still alive.
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I like the characters and have read the series. One problem is that there doesn't seem to be a
proofreader. This book is focused on a shipwreck and the hull of the ship is invariably referred to as
the ship's haul. A proofreader wouldn't have missed it because it happens dozens of times and it is
distracting. The author also seems to have a deal with Ford, because mostly cars are referred to as
cars, but the main character drives a red Ford Flex and the author refers to it that way ad nauseam.
Great characters, but a shame that the editing is sloppy to nonexistent and the product placement is
so over the top.

I love this series!! This book was a bit different, in that there wasn't a murder in the current time.

There were several people found murdered on old yacht that washed up on shore near Marlow
house. The story has several interesting angles. Murder, treasure, friendship, love, and greed. It's a
must read!! I can't wait to read book 9!!!

Get a little confused by all the characters, but I love a good murder mystery with ghosts involved. I
feel for Danielle who always ends involved in situations that she has no control over. I can not wait
to read the next installment and see how the adventure continues!!

In this next book in the Haunting Danielle series, you will meet Walt's best friend and get a look at
Walt's yacht. You will also find out how he made some of his money. I love this series and an
excited that I only have to wait until July to read the next one

I chose this rating cause I couldn't go no higher in stars. I have read all the books on Walt an
Danielle. This is the best one yet kept you guessing till the last peroid of the chapter. Jack is a
welcome new comer. Jolene kick her to the curb don't let her come back. Something is going to
happen good for Walt wish he had another chance for a real body any chance. Please keep books
coming like this one.

I have read 8 books in the series and have already purchased the 9th book coming out in July.
From page one of book one to the last page in book 8 Danielle and Walt's adventures have been
incredible. The authors keep you guessing all thru the books and you don't find out who done it till
the last chapters. I love this series an highly recommend them to all who love a great mystery.
Wouldn't it be great to dream hop with someone famous?

This series is awesome and so is this book. I like the ways the characters keep developing. This
story had a lot of ghost and more of Walt's backstory is told. Walt's relationship with Danielle is
growing and I can't wait to see how the next story is affected by it. I have already bought the next
book and can't wait until it is available.

This series is one of my favorites. I can't wait for the next one, book 9 in the series. These books
keep you at the edge of your seat while laughing, crying and editing all the wonderful characters! :-)I
recommend this book to everyone, read the series! The story is like no other, these books are
addicting, once you start, you cannot put them down! :-)
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